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Kennedy seeks to keep current job
'Proud' candidate discusses plans if chosen as new president
By Justin M.Wozniski
For The Maine Campus

By Melanie Morin
For The Maine Campus
What began as suspicion and
curiosity has evolved into a battle in court for James Labrecque
of Flexware Control Technology
in Bangor. Labrecque has filed a
court appeal against the
University of Maine after the
administration
university's
failed to respond properly to the
Freedom of Access request he
last
Monday.
submitted
Labrecque submitted the FOI in
order to view public records
concerning several different
areas of concern, including
studies which verify information included in a Bangor Daily
News article about UMaine's
co-generation.
interest
in
LaBrecque believes the administration has been giving the
--press incorrect information on
purpose in order to increase
support for their co-generation
plans.
On March 14, the board of
trustees created an ad hoc committee to review the idea of cogeneration and to decide
whether or not to buy a ninemegawatt turbine to provide
electricity to the campus. It
would also use steam from the
steam plant to provide heat to
some of the buildings on campus. Though Janet Waldron,
vice president of administration
and finance, did respond to
LaBrecque's request, she may
not have responded in a way
that would keep the matter from
being taken to court.
Maine's
of
Freedom
Information Act states the following:
"If any body ... who has cusSee APPEAL on Page 3
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CONTENDER— Interim President Robert
Kennedy spoke last week to a group of
students about his plans if chosen to
become the next UMaine president.

Students who attended the final open meeting for the presidential search had the opportunity to question Interim President Robert Kennedy
regarding issues facing the University of Maine
in upcoming years.
Kennedy took over the presidency several
months ago, upon the resignation of former
President Peter Hoff. Kennedy served as provost
of the university during Hoff's presidency.
"I have been extremely proud to represent the
institution over the past several months,"
Kennedy said.
He began by stating the importance of the
open forum for students to gain insight on his
past administrative experience, and what
qualifications make him a desirable candidate for the permanent position. Kennedy
said he has worked at six of the top 25 public universities; five of those were Land
Grant institutions. He said that student interaction is very important to him and that the

student meeting is significant to him.
"The reason I moved here was interaction
with the students," he said. "I am overwhelmed
by the student body and how they give back to
the institution."
Kennedy said that as provost he did not have
as much ability to be visible to the students and
that he has been pleased with the increased interaction with students as interim president.
"It is critical for the president to hear directly
from the students," he said.
Relationships established with faculty and
administration are important to UMaine students, according to Kennedy, who further stated
that Orono is desirable to students because the
opportunity is here to cultivate relationships
between the faculty and administration.
Kennedy said he was pleased to report
that 75 percent of students who attend
UMaine report that the university was their
first-choice higher education facility.
Kennedy stated that this reflects the quality
See KENNEDY on Page 3

UM College
Republicans

host state
convention
By Randy Perkins
For The Maine Campus
"Celebrating Success, Fighting
for our Future" was the theme of the
Maine State College Republicans
Convention this past Saturday.
Roughly
100
enthusiastic
Republicans gathered in the main
ballroom of the Black Bear Inn and
Conference Center to enjoy a day of
table presentations and speakers,
including Sen. Olympia Snowe.
Sponsored by the University of
Maine College Republicans, the
convention was a chance for
College Republican organizations
See GOP on Page 2
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INTERVIEW — U.S. Sen. Olympia Snowe talks briefly with WABI TV-5 after speaking at
the State College Republican's Convention this past Saturday. The convention was
hosted by the UM College Republicans.

Off-Campus Board to expand outreach to students with new constitution
By Ira Perkins
For The Maine Campus
The
OffCampus Board
wants students
who commute
to school each
day to know
their rights. The
OCB
is a
branch
of
Student
Sterling
Government
and helps improve the living conditions of off-campus students.
According to Aaron Sterling, the
president of OCB, the group's primary objective is to represent the

off-campus student body.
"Our purpose is to try and catch
things as they happen to help out
the off-campus students." he said.
The OCB has representatives for
the Orono, Old Town and Veazie.
Sterling said they are hopeful to
branch out into Bradley, Milford,
Brewer and Bangor by the start of
the next school term.
Sterling and his executive officers are in the process ofrevamping
the OCB constitution to get rid of
any words that might be outdated
our inconsistent. They are also
adding the new representative
areas.
"The thing right now is to do
some clean-up stuff and draw up

some programming for commuter
students," Sterling said.
Recently, Sterling traveled to
Augusta to testify on behalf of
UMaine commuter students. The
Legislature was discussing an act
that would help protect the rights of
tenants and increase the amount of
money a tenant can legally withhold if a landlord fails to change an
unsafe condition.
"We're going to put on a meeting to let [off-campus students]
know how their rights are furthered
under this act," Sterling said.
Along with attending town and
state house meetings, the OCB is
solely responsible for making recommendations and proposing reso-

lutions that will help the off-campus students. Sterling said the university recognizes the amount of
work many off-campus students do
already, that is the reason the OCB
was created.
"They can still be knowledgeable even though they don't go
themselves, if they go it can help
how you're received in the town,"
he said.
When it comes down to making
deals with town municipalities
Sterling said it was not difficult to
do.
"The towns recognize that there
are a lot of college students in the
area, so they are pretty good about
helping out," he said.

He said the towns are likely to
comply because they understand
the student population in the surrounding areas makes up a large
part of the people who vote.
The OCB is also looking for
ways to localize the way they contribute to the off-campus students
by introducing refreshments to the
commuter lounge. They are also
planning on a having a barbecue
early next term.
Sterling and the OCB are still
actively working on programs for
off-campus students but are not putting a time line on any thing they
may come up with.
"We're still brainstorming on
possible things to do," Sterling said.
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Monday, April 11, 2005
Research -exposition
A graduate student exposition
will featuring poster, multimedia
and oral presentations in
Buchanan Alumni House from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. For more information, contact Tom Fish at 5813452.
Yoga
"Yoga: The Practice of
Resilience" will be taught by John
Yasenchak as part of the
Counseling Center's Brown Bag
Luncheon Series at 12:15 p.m. in
in the Coe Room at Memorial
Union. For more information, contact Rex Norris at 581-4145 or on
FirstClass.
Bible study
The Wilson Center will host a
Bible study at 4 p.m. For more
information, contact Rev. Timoth
Sylvia at 866-4227 or on
FirstClass.
Research gala
The Student Research and
Creative Achievement Week
Gala will be held in Buchanan
Alumni House at 6 p.m.
Aerobics class
A pilates class will be held at
5:30 p.m. in Lengyel Gym. For
more information, contact Thad
Dwyer.
Tuesday, April 12, 2005
Relaxation workshop
"Mindfulness and Relaxation:
An Experiential Workshop" will be
held at 2 p.m. in the Drummond
Chapel at Memorial Union. For
more information, contact Rex
Norris at 581-4145 or on
FirstClass.
Aerobics class
A cardio kick-step class will be
held at 4:30 p.m. in Lengyel Gym.
For more information, contact
Thad Dwyer.
Cuba teach-in
"Discussion on Cuba: Myths
and Realities" will be held at 7
p.m. in 100 Neville Hall. For more
information, contact Barbara
at
Blazej
Peace.Studies@umit.maine.edu
or 581-2609.

Wednesday, April 12, 2005
Wellness walk
A walk through UMaine's trails
will start in the foyer of Memorial
Gymnasium at 12:10 p.m. For
more information, contact Paul
581-1082 or on
Stern at
FirstClass.
Narrative workshop
"Unlocking
Your
Story:
Performing Women's Personal
Narratives" will be given by
Marcia Douglas from 12:15 to
1:30 p.m. in the Bangor Room at
Memorial Union. For more information, contact Angela Olson at
581-1228.
Aerobics class
A butts and gutts class will be
held at 3:30 p.m. in Lengyel Gym.
For more information, contact
Thad Dwyer.
Career workshop
"Getting the Job Workshop"
will be led by David Zelz, assistant vice president of Bangor
Savings Bank, and Paul Gagnon,
assistant director of the Career
Center. Workshop will be held
from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. in the
Career Center at Memorial
Union. For more information, contact Patty Counihan at counihan@maine.edu or 581-1359.
Thursday, April 14, 2005
Panel discussion
A domestic abuse discussion
will be held in the Bangor Room
at Memorial Union from 3:30 to
5:00 p.m. Representatives will be
present from Spruce Run, Public
Safety and Safe Campus Project.
Free refreshments will be served.
Submitting information
Submissions for The Maine
Campus Community Calendar
are free, and can be sent on
FirstClass to Diana McElwain or
dropped off in The Maine
Campus office located in the
basement of Memorial Union.
Please include all the important
information about your event.
Deadlines for submissions are 9
a.m. Sunday for Monday publication and 9 a.m. Wednesday for
Thursday publication. First priority will be given to events that
directly affect university students.

www.mainecampus•corn
added praise to the students of
Maine campuses for their efforts in
last year's election.
"You guys were at the front ofthe
From Page 1
battle tines," Schuberth said to the
from campuses all around the state audience.
to get together and celebrate the vicSchuberth, who called Snowe
tory of President Bush's re-election "the most accomplished statesman
last November. Speakers praised the in Maine's history," added that it
efforts during the election and said was because of the youth effort that
that the momentum that built up the Republicans were so successful.
over the past year is only the beginTo begin her speech Snowe recning of what is becoming a success ognized all the people in attendance
story for young Republicans in the who had helped the Republican
state of Maine. Snowe expressed Party and who assisted her with her
how excited she was to have such a campaigns. She emphasized her
strong young Republican base in the recognition and appreciation of the
state.
College Republicans as a collective
"What you have done has been and what they had done in the past
remarkable in and of itself," Snowe year above all else.
said."Bush won the demographic of
"You helped to increase the voter
18 to 29 year olds in this state,so this turnout to the highest level since
is your victory." Last year the 1968," she said.
College Republican National
Snowe then reflected on her own
Committee named the UMaine political journey. She spent her colCollege Republican Committee the lege days as a political science major
"Best State Committee in America." at the University of Maine, and said
Snowe was introduced at the she found it a struggle to exist as a
beginning of the convention by Dan College Republican and a college
Schuberth, the state chairman of the student.
College
a
College Republicans. Going along
"Being
with the emotion of the room he Republican in the 1960s was

GOP

Dining plans to change drastically
MOM program to transform into semi-debit system at vendors
By Pattie Barry
Copy Editor
In order to compete with other
Land Grant institutions in the
Northeast, the University of
Maine's Dining Services has proposed a plan to make dramatic
changes to the way it prepares and
delivers its services. Most notable
are alterations to both Wells and
Hilltop Commons,as well as minor
cosmetic alterations to York
Commons.
Dining Services is changing the
way students use MaineCard
funds. Instead of using dining
funds to order food for delivery on
campus, meal plan holders will be
able to transfer $75 of dining funds
per semester to campus funds.
Patrons will then be able to use
campus funds in local business
such as Hannaford, IGA, RiteAid,
Irving, Spotlight Cinemas and
restaurants, said Dawn Aubrey,
project manager for the Strategic
Plan for Dining Services.
Though students will no longer
be able to use their dining funds to
purchase off-campus meals for
delivery, they will not be required
to pay a 20 percent service charge
on items purchased off campus
with their campus funds, she said.
"This is definitely a win-win situation," Aubrey said. "There will
be no more 20 percent service fees.
They're gone.[Campus funds] will
be treated just like a debit card."
Students will be able to make
unlimited deposits into their campus funds, and if they choose, they
will be able to request that the
school solicit their family members for deposits into their campus
funds' account.
"It could be that a student might
have an uncle that they just love
and want us to market to, and they
might have five people they might
want to market to," Aubrey said.
In addition to the new-found
freedom, Aubrey said restrictions
that have been placed on the meal
plans will be lifted as well.
Students will be able to exchange
meals for purchases in the
Marketplace during breakfast and
dinner, regardless of whether or not
they choose the traditional meal
indeed an oxymoron," Snowe
said.
Snowe ended with a final praise
of the efforts of the Maine College
Republicans.
"In Maine we are blessed with so
many natural resources," Snowe
said,"but none,frankly,as important
as the young people of our state."
As she closed she thanked the
audience and encouraged them to
persist in their efforts.
"This requires passion, commitment and empathy," she said. "I
thank you for what you have done
and for what you will continue to do
in the future."
A brief intermission followed
Snowe's departure from the podium
and allowed her to mingle with the
crowd and a number of delegates.
Following Snowe's speech, a
number of other prominent figures
in the Maine Republican Party's
landscape that spoke. Maine
Republican Party Chairman Randy
Bumps and Maine Rep. Stephen
Bowen talked to the crowd. Letters
from
Republican
National
Committee
Peter
member
Cainchette and Sen. Susan Collins
were read.

plan or the block plan.
"We're actually looking at just
giving a dollar value to a meal and
saying 'go for it," Aubrey said."In
lunchtime, we can't handle it
though. There isn't enough space."
Also, some items might not be
available for purchase with the
meal plan, such as Ben and Jerry's
Ice Cream or the Odwalla drinks
due to restrictions put forth by the
distributors, she said.
Next fall, all commons will be
open for continuous service from 7
a.m. until 8 p.m. Though hot
entrees will not be available all
hours the commons are open, students who wish to eat items such as
bagels or cereal will be free to do
so any time the facilities are open,
she said.
The convenience stores will
change the way that they operate as
well, expanding selections inside
as well as offering exchanges for
meals. Dining Services is looking
at offering five or six items in
exchange for a block or traditional
meal, Aubrey said.
"If a student says they want five
bottles of water in exchange for a
meal [at the convenience stores],
that's okay," she said. "Though we
would prefer that they chose a
well-balanced meal."
The facilities will also be
changing over the course of the
next few years. During the fall of
2006 and the spring of 2007, there
will be only two commonses open
on campus: York and Stewart.
"Our goal is that when Wells
and Hilltop open we would like to
be at the point when we will have a
pure debit card system," she said.
Hilltop will close for renovations in May 2006 and reopen in
fall 2007 with a new face and new
purpose: inside will be a marche,
with both a la carte and all-youcan-eat options, and a multi-purpose convenience store as well,
which will branch out beyond the
role of convenience stores currently on campus, she said. Dining
Services hope that Hilltop could
become a center on campus more
like Memorial Union where students go to fulfill many of their
needs.
"Memorial Union is at the cen-

ter of campus, but it isn't where
students live," Aubrey said.
Memorial Union hasn't been
exempt from scrutiny though, and
students will see changes there as
well. MarketPlace hours will be
expanded next year, and offerings
will be expanded as well,including
a new Mexican concept restaurant
to replace Taco Bell. Dining
Services is looking at offering a
"Sizzling Salad" bar, along with
African, Brazilian and Vietnamese
cuisine, she said. In addition, delivery on-campus will be available
from ChowMaine and Salumaria.
Wells Commons is scheduled to
close this fall and reopen in the
spring of 2007. It will also undergo
dramatic renovations. Dining is
looking to change the structure of
the building, adding a third story to
house a large conference space.
Currently Wells'largest conference
room holds 400 seats, while the
conference room in planning
should hold twice as many,Aubrey
said.
"We want to keep these conferences on campus; a lot of academic departments have to go off campus right now because we cannot
accommodate them," she said.
She estimates that this happens
about two times a month.
The first floor of Wells
Commons will house a retail center
with a brick oven, full-service bakery and tavern.
"The tavern will be a totally different type of operation from what
we currently have on-campus," she
said. "This will be more like the
Bear Brew or Pizzeria Uno's."
The goal of the renovations of
Wells is to provide a location on
campus for people to go after sporting events, rather than to a location
off-campus. By providing an oncampus location, they hope to have
a safer location for students with
good food, as well as something to
enjoy after the game,Aubrey said.
Ultimately the goal of these
changes to the meal plans and to
facilities are to make life easier for
students, Aubrey said.
"When a student has their
money to spend, they will spend if
how they wish on what they wish,"
she said.
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tody or control of any public
record, shall refuse to so inspect
of copy or abstract a public
record, the denial shall be made
by the body or agency or official
in writing, stating the reason for
denial, within five working days
of the request for inspection by
any person."
Waldron e-mailed and sent a
hard copy to LaBrecque the day
after he submitted the FOI. In
the letter, she said:
"Due to the extensive nature
of your request, it will take time
to locate and determine if the
requested record(s) exist(s), in
what for they are kept, and
where they are located. Once we
have done this, we will inform
you what records we find pertinent to you request, and at what
location you can inspect them
and make copies if you choose
to do so ... The University is not
limited to five days to respond,
as you suggest, but has a reasonable time in order to do so."
Although the university was
not required to provide all of the
records to LaBrecque within
five days, it was required to provide some sort of list of which
documents it could or would not
provide in order to ward off an
appeal. LaBrecque said the university did not contact him concerning the FOI following
Waldron's response. Following
the university's five-day time
limit, LaBrecque, according to
the
Maine
Freedom
of
Information Act, had an additional five days in order to file
an appeal. He said he took the
university's lack of information
and contact as a denial and had
no choice but to take the matter
to court. LaBrecque said he
believes the university did not
provide the information in
hopes to be able to ignore the
FOI all together.
Anita Wihry, executive director of Facilities Management,
said the administration has been
working on obtaining the
requested records since the FOI
was submitted, and that
Waldron's letter should be considered legally as a proper
response.
"We're collecting materials
as we speak," Wihry said. "I
can't imagine we'd have the
intention to withhold anything."
LaBrecque said if the administration had contacted him previously with whatever information they had found at the time,
assuring him that the rest of the
records would be provided as
soon as possible, then he wouldn't have filed the appeal.
"The part of this that disturbs
me is that the taxpayers have to
buy an attorney now for
absolutely no reason. It's more
of a waste of public money,"
LaBrecque said. "If they were
reasonable and professional, we
could have gotten most of this
across in simple discussion."
Another matter LaBrecque
had raised with his FOI is that of
Cianbro, a company which
LaBrecque suspected was paid
$40,000 for a report in June
2004 on a different co-generation proposal. Scott Morrison,
Cianbro's vice president for
business development, said that
the Marine Applied Physics
Corporation, not Cianbro, paid
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for the report.
"Cianbro volunteered their
time for the study. We were
never paid," Morrison said.
LaBrecque said he is glad
Cianbro did not pay for what he
feels was a worthless study
without any substance.
"I had thought it was out of
their character," LaBrecque
said. "It's a good, honest company."
LaBrecque had suspected
Cianbro was paid because the
name of the company is on the
cover of the report. He included
the topic in his FOI in order to
find out if they had been paid
and, regardless of who was paid,
from where the money came. He
said he was told by an employee
of Facilities Management that
the money was taken out of
funds for the recreation center.
LaBrecque's
FOI
also
requests electricity records for
the new Engineering and
Science Building. He said the
electricity costs are around
$1,000 per day. Wihry said the
university needs to spend a lot
of money on electricity because
of the presence of a Class 1000
clean room, which requires air
to be constantly replaced in
order to keep it clean for laboratory purposes, and because of
all the large machinery in the
building.
LaBrecque presented the
court appeal to
Interim
President Robert Kennedy at
Kennedy's student forum on
Thursday. He told Kennedythat
engineering students who made
comments to The Maine
Campus were bullied by the
administration into apologizing
for and retracting what they
said. LaBrecque said that
Kennedy told him he was sure
that wasn't the case. LaBrecque
said he will ask Kennedy to
make a public announcement as
to what his position is on the
bullying of students or faculty
who talk to the press and what
assurances and safeguards there
are in the event that this sort of
bullying occurs to anybody on
campus. '
LaBrecque has also filed an
objection concerning the subcommittee formed by the board
of trustees to review the,co-generation proposal and make positive recommendation or not to
Chancellor Joseph Westphal.
LaBrecque said three members
of the five-member committee,
Dave
Wilson,
Joanne
Yestramski and Janet Waldron
should not be allowed to be
members because the resolution
pissed by the board of trustees
states that the sub-committee
would be made up of members
of
the
Finance-Facilities
Committee, to which none of
the three belong. LaBrecque
said Barry McCrum,chair of the
committee, told him the three
forced themselves onto the cogeneration
sub-committee.
LaBrecque said the three are
administrators, already have
expressed their support for the
proposal. Even if the other
members objected to the proposal, they would have the
majority.
"Janet Valdron had a wellplanned scheme consisting of all
the elements of a surprised
attack, including standard bait
and switch tactics and arrangements to run interference on
opposition to co-generation,"
LaBrcque said.

KENNEDY

WORDOF MOUTH

From Page 1
of education and reputation of the
university.
"The best marketers in the institution are the students," he said.
Kennedy acknowledged the positive reputation of the university, coupled with strong relations to other
schools in the state, greatly benefit
Maine by providing opportunities for
individuals seeking a four-year
degree. Kennedy said he believes
that part of this success is partly due
to forming stronger relationships
with other campuses, as seen recently with the Maine Community
College System and University of
Maine System transfer agreement.
UMaine formerly held seven
individual partnering agreements
with MCCS colleges, according to
Kennedy. Now, a system agreement
sets guaranteed admission to UMS
schools with junior standing to
MCCS students who desire to complete a baccalaureate degree, as long
as all admissions requirements have
been completed.
"I'm hopeful," Kennedy said
when questioned about the success
of the transfer program.
Kennedy said the agreement is an
excellent opportunity to increase
enrollment at UMaine.
"It serves the greater good," he
said.
UMaine's enrollment rate has
been ever-increasing over the past
eight years, according to Kennedy.
He also stated that enrollment rates
are looking good for the next academic year, and that out-of-state
enrollment is currently up 24 percent
from last year.
He said out-of-state enrollment is
vital to the issue of diversity on campus. Higher percentages of minority
students typically come from other
states.
"[Diversity] is a priority we have
to stand behind," Kennedy said.
"This is something I feel very strongly about."
Kennedy said he has worked on
several successful grants for minority
programs. He previously helped to
organize and form minority graduate
student associations. He said his
strong commitment to diversity is
shown through awards he has
received as a faculty member from
diversity-related programming.
Another issue of importance to
Kennedy is the presence of more student traditions. Traditions help students connect to the institution, and
helps students to give back, according to Kennedy.
"Students are interested in more
traditions," he said. "I moved here
from Texas A&M, they are among
the most in having traditions."
Greek organization members
have many traditions. Greek system
alumni also provide the largest
amount of monetary alumni contributions to the university. It shows the
importance of traditions and the
affect they have on the undergraduate
experience, according to Kennedy.
"He is very well-informed. I am
very pleased by his commitment to
traditions. It is essential to bringing
back our alumni and creating pride in
our Alma Mater," junior Heidi
Wurpel said..
Anne Schmidt, graduate assistant
for New Student Programs was
pleased with Kennedy's perspectives
on diversity.
"He is thinking on a greater level,
how to bring minorities to UM," she
said. "One of the most important, in
terms of diversity, Maine needs to
prepare students for the world."

What is your favorite spring activity?

"Hanging outside and
grilling burgers."

"Driving my car."
Josh Lagasse
Buisiness
Freshman

Ian Hayes
Undecided
Freshman

"Playing at the park with
my kids."
Tim Whitehead
Men's Ice Hockey
coach

"Play soccer."
Morgan Bickford
Business
Freshman

"Playing basketball."
Jake Manner
Civil engineering
Freshman

"Puddle jumping."
Andria Brown
Psychology
Senior
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Pride Week's closing events push for campus diversity
Wilde Stein open house highlights group's services to UMaine
By Justin M. Wozniski
For The Maine Campus

CAMPUS PHOTO BY PAUL BERTSCHINGER

DRIVEN — GLAD Director Mary Bonauto spoke at the Women
in the Curriculum lunch this past week on marriage equality.

GLAD director speaks at womens'lunch
By Maeghan Nalmie
For The Maine Campus
Pride Week visited the Women's
Studies Program's this past week,
and brought its own unique spin to
the long-running series. In honor of
the week's events, Mary Bonauto,
director of the Civil Rights Project at
Gay and Lesbian Advocates and
Defenders GLAD gave a presentation called "The Future of Marriage
Equality in New England:
Massachusetts, Connecticut and
Maine." Between thirty and forty
people attended the presentation.
Bonauto spoke of her vision of
the world, where sexual orientation
doesn't matter, especially in regards
to the law.
"We are part of an ongoing civil
rights movement," Bonauto said.
The first part of the presentation
outlined what Bonauto said were
historical injustices that have created
a society in which gays and lesbians
are viewed as disgusting, vile and
less than human.
Bonauto explained how being
homosexual was considered a crime.
"In 1961, every state had a
sodomy law," Bonauto said. "Now
just imagine what it felt like to be
told that your way of showing love
and even your love for someone is
thought of as illegal, and disgusting.
It was also something that was
actively sought out and punished."
She said historical injustices
were rampant. There was no concern for a homosexual's rights as an
individual and an American citizen.
Men were arrested at night in their
beds, as occurred 1986 Bowers vs.

Hardwick Supreme Court Case. In
1992, a judge said that the constitution did not protect gays and lesbians.
Bonauto said the outbreak of
AIDS was a watershed event for
homosexuals, forcing them to realize they had to stand up for their
families.
"I got one call from a man crying
from a pay phone. His partner had
died and he could have no part ofthe
funeral and his partner's biological
family was also going through their
apartment, taking things. There was
noting that he could legally do without a will," she said.
Bonauto said the importance of
the homosexual family became a
major issue at that point.
Homosexual parents could not both
have the same responsibilities when
it came to children, and they were
denied the right to inherit their partners belongings when they died, or
visit them in the intensive care unit.
She said there is an ongoing legislative war between those for and
those against gay rights. She also
said that many bills have come up
attempting to nullify each other. A
large part of the conversation was on
the different states and their progress
towards making gay marriage legal.
According to Bonauto, this is a real
issue among the states. Most places
ofemployment will give homosexuals that have been married in a different stare marriage benefits. This is
still something that is very controversial.
Bonauto closed by saying that
now is the time for people to stand
up and make a difference.

Steep !Nett, Do INett
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at least nine hours of sleep every night. KidS can be star
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for sleeip tip' and fun artrytties.

The Wilde Stein Alliance for
Sexual Diversity held an open
house for all members of the
University of Maine community to socialize with friends and
faculty members this past
week. The event was held as
part of UMaine's Pride Week
and was designed to showcase
the organization's offerings to
the university community.
The open house provided
students with the opportunity
to meet Wilde Stein members
and learn about the organization. The event is held twice a
year, once during Coming Out
Week in the fall and Pride
Week in the spring.
The organization's name is
derived from Oscar Wilde and
Gertrude Stein, two note worthy characters in the history of
sexuality.
The group was created in
1973 and is one of the nation's
oldest college GLBT community associations, according to
President Shannon Perro. It is
the oldest GLBT community
association in Maine.
"Wilde Stein is where people can converse in a safe, open
and accepting environment,"
Perro said. "People can discuss
issues that are uncomfortable
in other environments."
Wilde Stein is both an advocacy and social organization.
Perro said the goal is not only
to provide GLBT students with

a safe place to discuss issues,
but also to raise awareness
about GLBT issues facing students both now and after college.
"Those in the community
are aware of most [GLBT]
issues. Ask anyone walking
down the street to define gay,
lesbian or bisexual, and they
can do it. Ask them about
transgender, and they get confused," Perro said. "That's our
goal, to educate, but not just on
GLBT issues."
Some in the GLBT community also need to be more
informed of issues they do not
often think about, according to
Perro. Wilde Stein provides an
environment where people can
safely discuss them. Wilde
Stein meetings are confidential, and open to all students.
"It can be quite personal,"
Perro said.
Deans of Students Robert
Dana and Associate Dean for
Students Angel Loredo attended Thursday's open house.
"It is great that Wilde Stein
has continued to grow," Loredo
said. "I think it is great — the
work they've been doing."
"Wilde Stein offers different
avenues for the GLBT and
allied student at UMaine. It's a
support network, educational
organization and advocacy
group," GLBT Liaison to the
Deans of Students Matthew
Small said. "Some members
are interested in all three, and
some are only interested in

some of them."
Students who are coming
out may seek a place to express
themselves that is free from
judgment, according to Small.
"For some students, a basic
support system is all they're
looking for," he said.
The GLBT Allies Council
advises senior administrators,
through the Deans of Students,
about the concerns and needs of
the GLBT community at
UMaine. The council promotes
education and awareness activities for the campus community
and advocates for the inclusion
of relevant material and
approaches in academic curriculums. The council also
advises the office of Equal
Opportunity regarding issues of
discrimination and harassment
of GLBT community members,
including faculty and staff.
Students who see "Safe
Zone" stickers on office doors
throughout campus are aware
that GLBT issues can be
addressed with faculty and
staff in those offices. The safe
zone sticker is a sign that
GLBT students are a valued
part of the diversity on campus.
The Rainbow Resource
Center, located on the ground
floor of Memorial Union provides resources for GLBT students and straight allies.
"People need to have a place
where others understand what
they're going through, and the
support of straight allies is integral to that process," Small said.
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And it's all mine.
I've found that having the talent to succeed often times isn't enough. You also need plenty of
support and a great workplace too. That's why I'm so glad I chose Enterprise. Here,it's all
about growing a business,advancing my career, and having a lot offun doing it.
At Enterprise, there's an entrepreneurial philosophy that guides everything we do. This means
that I get to approach the business like it's my own and I get to share in the profits I help create.
And,what's more, my hard work and ability never go unnoticed. Just the opposite-they lead to
more promotions, more autonomy,and bigger rewards. I also like that an industry leader backs
me every step of the way. By putting customers and employees first, Enterprise has created a
unique business and work environment that's perfect for me.
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For more information or to apply online,visit our website at enterprise.com/careers or contact:
Erin Sylvester, Recruiting Manager
My per.101111 enter/11-ue
160A Larrabee Rd.,Ste. 2,Westbrook, ME 04092
MErtierprise
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Phone:(207)854-2513 fax: 92070 854-0566
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College
Republicans
let it Snowe
For many student groups,
planning an event presents an
enormous amount of challenges.
The University of Maine
College Republicans, however,
successfully hosted peers from
other colleges and universities
for the statewide College
Republicans Convention this
past weekend. CR members
should be commended for their
hard work in organizing the
convention, and for bringing a
distinguished speaker and
alumna of the university, U.S.
Sen. Olympia Snowe, back to
the Orono area.
When well-managed events
happen, it reflects positively on
UMaine and the student body as
a whole. Bringing such largescale events to Orono further
proves that UMaine is a leader
in quality higher education in
the state and is doing an effective job in fulfilling such a role.
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The University of Maine's
Women's Basketball program
faced the challenge of replacing
a phenomenal coach five years
ago when Joanne McCallie left
the Black Bears for greener pastures in Michigan State.
Sharon Versyp was hired and
faced the daunting challenge of
shoes.
filling
McCallie's
Considering that McCallie led
the Black Bears to multiple,
consecutive NCAA Tournament
appearances, a first in the program's history, Versyp had her
work cut out for her.
Versyp rose to the occassion,
leading the Lady Black Bears
back to the promise-land of the
NCAA Tournament prior to her
departure
to
the
recent
University of Indiana.
Both McCallie and Versyp
left UMaine for Big-Ten
Conference schools and the
glory of big name programs.
Versyp's successor will face
the challenges she did when
she came to UMaine in 2000;
the high expectations that
accompany a successful athletics program.

Letters to the editor
Letters to the editor should he no
longer than 300 words and should
include the author's name, address, academic major or job title and phone manher or e-mail address. The Maine

uation with Disney wasn't completely accurate. Perhaps he should consult the subject of his research before
leaping into printed opinion.
Transgenderism, which refers
simply to any cross-genciered behavior is not dependent on sexual orientation, and is as much a lifestyle or
choice as Hartwell's apparent selection of the traditional male gender

role. Gender roles are preconceived
social constructs and expectations
placed upon a person at birth and
life.
taught
throughout
Transgendered individuals break free
of these constraints and maintain
their own unique existence, successfully adopting characteristics typicalSee LETTERS on Page 7

See BORDER on Page 7
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Watch your back Uncle Jesse
Some time ago, I realized I was
scared of alligators.
Now,I am not talking about those
cute little alligators that the media
tries to sell you. No, I am talking
about those big old nasty green creations down in the sunshine belt.
They are my one and only weakness.
Give me a school of sharks, a grocery bag of daddy long legs or even
an afternoon with Kelly Ripa.I think
I could handle that with the grace of
Kate Beckinsale. However, throw
one of those scaly, suspicious looking reptiles into the mix and I suddenly become a slightly more manly
version of Richard Simmons. I hate
alligators.
Former Oakland Raiders professional football player Cole Ford has a
more random personal fear. Ford is
petrified of magic-wielding homosexuals.
Whether they prance around,

SPORTS EDITOR
recite classic showtunes or shop at
Banana Republic doesn't matter to
Ford. The only type of homosexuals
that really set Ford off are the ones
that hold the title of illusionists.
That's right folks, this old shriveled
up place kicker opposes queer tricks.
I have alligators, Ford has Siegfried
and Roy.
On Sunday, according to a psychiatric report, the former pro wanted to "warn the world" of the threats
posed by the troublemaking illusionists. Ford is charged with rifling off
several shotgun blasts at the Las

Vegas home of entertainers Siegfried
Fischbacher and Roy Horn during a
Sept. 21 drive-by shooting. No one
was hurt during in the shooting, but
police said shotgun pellets destroyed
windows and left a hole in an outside
wall at the couple's home.
According to psychiatrist Norton
Roitman, who evaluated Ford, the
kicker had considerable problems
with the duo's show.
"While watching Siegfried and
Roy,[Ford] had a midden realization
that what was wrong with the world
was linked to the illusionist's treatment,dominance and unhealthy intimacy he saw them having with their
animals," Roitman wrote. "Ford felt
they threatened the world, and he
began to figure out how he could
stop them."
Ford has been ruled incompetent
See THREATS on Page 7

Letters to the Editor
•Don't listen to Hartwell
In Mike Hartwell's article,"A sex
change won't do you good," [The
Maine Campus, April 71 Hartwell
attempts to establish some unjustified claims. Sexual Reassignment
Surgery isn't intended to "alter one's
mindset," but to align the appropriate
body type with the existing mind.
His portrayal of Claire's housing sit-
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U.S., Canada to
intensify security

It looks like it's going to be a little bit harder to take that nice vacation to Bermuda in the coming
years. Recently, U.S. officials proposed a new set of guidelines that
would require Americans leaving
the United States to visit Mexico,
Canada or the Caribbean to have a
passport in order to re-enter the
country.
In previous years, most
Americans didn't have this problem
unless they were traveling further
out of the country, usually just
declaring their citizenship to the
United States as they crossed the
corresponding border. Discussion
over improving security measures
with foreign nations has been
increasing for a few years. Canada
has been a bit self-conscious after
the millennium plot back in 1999
when U.S. customs caught a man
trying to cross the border into
Washington with a car full of explosives. If that wasn't an embarrassment enough, after Sept. 11, many
officials realized that some of our
borders weren't really that secure.A
policy change was pretty much
inevitable. Most of the concerns
being raised so far are commercially-based. We trade a little over a billion dollars worth of goods and
materials with Canada, and many
Canadians cross the border each
year. Tourism is important to both
sides of the border, and some travelers might not want to take the time
or effort to get their papers together.
Commercial traffic might take a hit
as well, as companies are going to
have to re-organize and probably
get ready for background and security checks before trucking stuff
over the border.
Luckily, Canada is working with
our government to make sure we're
all on the same page and cut down
on the confusion. They hope to also
implement similar measures for
travelers entering or leaving their
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Protecting
our border
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Bnnging to light new 'threats' of Stamos, Siegfried & Roy

The Big-Ten
strikes again,
steals Versyp
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Stamos' cocky, suave attitude represents what's wrong with the world
just as much as Siegfried and Roy's
philandering exploits do. Plus no
From Page 6
world is safe with a man who cares
to stand trial and has since been sent so much about hair care.
to a mental health facility for treatNumber two on the list is a high
rising group that seems to be ready
ment
The news ofFord's field goal rage to strike at any moment: Boston
has brought some important ques- College students. Adding to their
tions to the forefront. Most impor- flight risk is the fact that they are a
tantly, it stresses the importance of group that steadily increases every
what, as a society, we should fear. fall. There is no stopping this crew
Are there more Siegfried and Roy's of
Abercrombie
wannabes.
out there? Should we inspect Paul Remember Waco? Well, be worried,
Simon and All Garfunkel's concert we might have a similar storyline
trailer now? Or how about uncover- emerging if this group's goals pan
ing the mysteries behind Matt Lauer out. The similarities are all there.
and Katie Couric's chemistry? Ford They think they are the smartest
could have something here. Maybe people around, rely solely on each
as a society we are looking in the other to form opinions and seem
wrong direction. Screw Osama Bin oblivious to the world outside of
Laden and Fidel Castro, come on Newton, Mass. Students of Big Fast
people we got bigger fish to fry. So, schools across the northeast have
without further delay, I present my already asked to assist in the take
top three security risks to this beauti- down of the Eagles.
ful country. Remember, of course,
The final and most threatening of
this little rundown is based on Ford's all, however,is Hideki Matusi of the
philosophy. So you won't be seeing New York Yankees. The sweet
any outspoken, well-known crazies. swinging man from the Land of the
Number three on the danger list Rising Sun has taken over a rabid
belongs to the one and only Jon fanbase and now has his steely grip
Stamos. Yeah, you know him. He's on the Big Apple. It doesn't look like
that loveable Uncle Jessie from it will stop there. Matusi is poised to
"Full House." Good hair, you have another big year leading the
betcha. Great personality, oh yeah. Pinstripes — Satan's own foot solChick magnet — come on do I even diers. If his alliance with the
have to tell you? All three of these Yankees doesn't scare you enough,
qualities put Stamos right atop the must I remind what his nickname in
list of biggest threats to the free Japan was? It was Godzilla.
world. Need I bring up the fact that
Stamos, BC students and Hideki
Stamos has recently broken back Matusi. Led by Siegfried and Roy,
into the stratosphere with that little they stand as lethal weapons to the
gem of a show,"Jack in Progress." It American way of life. Beware.
is all a secret ploy by Stamos to
Matthew Conyers is a sophomake the comeback from hell. morejournalism major.
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BORDER
From Page 6
country. It also fortunate that the
deadlines don't start until the end of
this year, giving most people planning trips out of the country a
chance to get everything settled, and
the government to fine tune the new
strategy. The rules themselves aren't
finalized just yet, leaving time for
comments and criticism from the
public. The idea does seem solid
enough; It's a concept many other
countries already have in place.
Some nations won't even let you
near their borders without proper
identification. However, negative
consequences of a security revamp
might rear their heads in the coming

LETTERS
From Page 6
ly associated with the other gender
role in order to express their own
individuality. In the rare event someone feels a significant enough conflict between their biological sex and
their true gender,that person begins a
nearly seamless transition between
the sexes. This process includes
establishing the identity, taking hormones to alter the body,living as the
appropriate sex and acquiring adequate surgery that completes the
transition. Hair removal is not surgery, but moreover a process that
can, in fact, be completed gradually
over time for a relatively small cost.
Why would someone undergo
this
painful
reconstruction?
Reassignment Surgery enables a person to replace all pre-existing
instances of the "M" or "F" on documents, such as a driver's license or
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months as the guidelines are finalized. Could this lead to harsher
deportations of illegal immigrants
and heavier fines on illegal border
crossings? Would it have any affect
on immigration legal or illegal, at
all? Will it be effective in making
the borders harder for any terrorists
or other ne'er-do-wells to cross?
Can the policy and its overall effect
make our country safer? It's unsure
exactly what answers we'll get to
those questions, and to any others
that might arise. Either way, every
plan has potential drawbacks, and
this one is no exception. And even
though this new border policy has
yet to be fully designed, you can
pretty much guarantee someone's
going to have a problem with it.
Paul Goodman is a freshman
new media major.
birth certificate, with the more appropriate "F" or "M" respectively, thereby further establishing the person's
identity. Very rarely does insurance
cover any of the cost, adding further
burden to the transition. It is also
worth noting that transsexuals comprise a minute fraction of all transgendered individuals.
Transgenderism, similar to any
other non-traditional genetic characteristic, is a treatable medical condition, not a confused state of mind.
Perhaps "having feminine interests"
may reinforce gender role segregation, but crossing over from one gender to another clearly does not.
Hartwell's column, though slightly
more informed than
Mike
Melochick's "Gender Bending" article [The Maine Campus, April 26,
2004] from a year ago, begs for the
"validity" of his own uninformed
"mistaken beliefs."
Charlie Brickham
Senior Electrical Engineering
Major

Confessions of a barstool dreamer
Local bars offer drink specials, taste of the good life
I'm at my friend's house and
she's asking us if we love Eddie
Vedder. Of course I do — I think
it's kind of a package deal for our
generation. Yes, I loved Pearl Jam,
as I am an American teenager in the
mid-nineties. I remember when I
first heard Ten. My dad bought a
copy. I'm not sure if that makes me
uncool, or him very cool. He had
heard they were a great new band.
It's twelve years later and I'm still
watching Pearl Jam,on a video this
time. Twelve years. That seems
amazing.
It's the night after a really late
one; it's been three nights like this,
only now we've reached what
seems to be the end.The Bear Brew
is me and I am the Bear Brew,surely neither could exist without the
other, but tonight we may have to.
I've chewed my lip into a ripped
sore of what it was. I go back to a
place where I constantly humiliate
myself. I give my money and my
pride, a true price to pay night after
night. Surely, this makes something
special of me. Have I attained the
status of the guys I saw there when
I was a freshman? A hallowed Bear
Brew regular? Or has it all changed
so much that I'm just one of their
junkies getting kicked around and
coming back for more degradation
and the amusement of others?
But not tonight. When we've all
reached that point ofexhaustion and
we can sit around without pressure
to make any real plans beyond
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bringing beer. Around town, everyone is doing this tonight; sitting in
small groups, joking and talking. I
love nights like this; time seems to
be inconsistent as hours fly by and
the night progresses slower and
slower. People's birthdays come
though and those nights where you
sit at home go away. You go out.
You go back to the Bear Brew. You
go back to the scene of all your
nights that have blended together
not from drink but from similarity
and all the constants, where you forget who you've seen and what happened. All you have to differentiate
between them is an event; a birthday, falling down the stairs, anything to set the night apart.
There's a private party in Soma,
but if you walk up the stairs they'll
give you a ticket stub for a free
drink. A friend is moving out of the
place he's lived in for three or four
years, ever since I've really known
him. We need to have a party there
before he goes. I need to say goodbye to that apartment.
For $4.50 you can get a tequila
shot. For seventeen dollars and
sixty-eight cents, you can get four.

They come in shallow shot glasses
with thick deceiving glass and it's
no deal. The clock will always
work against you in bars. When
time matters the least to you is when
it will always mean the most to others around you. It's a rough thing to
have to follow a clock as a boss.
There are those that do want to furget when to start and when to stop
just as much as you. A clock does
nothing but tell you when to get up,
when to go to bed, when to work
and when to stop. I'm starting to
hate them and I own two watches.
Eventually, bartenders and
bouncers come to know your name,
I think. Never the waitresses
though; theirs is a different role in
the pub style hierarchy and I've yet
to figure it out. They've started
charging tax on drinks through the
waitresses. Avoid them, unless you
know them, then support them
wholeheartedly.
I know this guy Benji; he has a
kind of awesome mullet. He never
goes to the bar because he says that
it's all the same and nothing happens there. He waits at home for
people to come back and party with
him. What a sad existence that must
be. Waiting alone for the party to
come back. What if he falls asleep
on the couch and misses the party?
What if it was really at the place it's
been night after night and no one
comes back?
Nate Katz is a senior journalism major.

Having a change of Hartwell
Transgendered student addresses SRS misconceptions
I have recently become aware
tage to the person or cause personof an article published in the April
al mental suffering. GID does both
CLAIRE
7th issue of The Maine Campus.
of these things. Though it is not
Folsom
In it, the author, Mike Hartwell,
directly life-threatening, denying
makes several incorrect assumptreatment or insurance coverage to
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
tions. This is understandable, as
persons working through this dishe never consulted me prior to One, HP, Intel, IBM, Eastman order would be comparable to
writing or publishing the article. Kodak, Capital One, Aetna, withholding similar assistance
Given this, I would like to take a American Airlines and many more from persons with anything from
few moments to set the record companies in preventing any sim- bipolar disorder to suicidal
ilarly unfortunate situations in the depression. It is estimated that
straight.
First, it is true that I am being future.
GID appears in less than 0.25 perI'm certain that Hartwell is a cent of the population. Providing
charged more to live here than
others; I am being charged slight- wonderful columnist; however, it needed medical treatments to a
ly more than double the typical may make more sense to seek a population of that size simply
rent for a person in my program, more professional source when does not compare to the scores of
adding up to an extra $2,500 over defining medical conditions. The fraudulent insurance claims which
the course of seven months. Even Harry Benjamin International occur every year.
if I find a person willing to live Gender Dysphoria Association —
Further, we have been learning
with me, I am barred from having http://www.hbigda.org/ — an more about transsexualism every
a roommate. This extra rent has internationally recognized group year. Studies such as the one
resulted in a total of six voided of professionals who create and found here — http://www.sympopaychecks, five of which were maintain the standards of care for sion.com/ijt/ijtc0106.htm" — as
consecutive. Without Songs for persons with Gender Identity well as others, indicate that there
Change or similar assistance, I Disorder define transsexualism as is a biological cause for G1D, putwould have run out of funds having three distinct criteria: The ting the lie to prior studies involvdesire to live and be accepted as a ing questionable research methodmonths ago.
Not only is Disney charging member of the opposite sex, usu- ologies.
me extra rent, I have also been ally accompanied by the wish to
Even given all of these inaccudenied training in an entire line of make his or her body as congruent racies, I must thank Hartwell for
business otherwise typical of my as possible with the preferred sex using the proper pronouns along
role, severely restricted in bath- through surgery and hormone with my correct legal name,
room use, and required to walk treatment; The persistent presence Claire. Transexuals are neither
well over five times the normal of transsexual identity for at least monsters nor perverts. We are a
distance to change my work two years; and the uniqueness of population in need of assistance
clothes. Changing my work the disorder is not a symptom of and understanding. We make
clothes on the clock, it should be another mental disorder or a chro- some of the most difficult personnoted, is a necessary function of mosomal abnormality. It should al decisions conceivable, risking
my role. My goal in this internship be noted that there are other types the loss of family, friends, spousis to help the Disney Corporation, of GID, but these are beyond the es, children, our livelihoods, our
and its subsidiaries, address this scope of this discussion.
dignity and even sometimes our
To qualify as a mental disorder, lives.
unfortunate situation which they
did create, and join Xerox, Apple a behavioral pattern must result in
Claire Folsom is a UMaine
Computers, Walgreens, Bank a significant adaptive disadvan- student.
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MUSIC
Java Jive - The Project
8 p.m.
Tuesday, April 12
Memorial Union
Free

Maine Masques latest production a breathtaking display ofperformances
and unconventional script writing

The Frequency - Barry Drake
8 p.m.
Thursday, April 14
Memorial Union
Free

"Student Art Exhibition"
Through Friday, May 6
Carnegie Hall
Free
"Persian Impressions"
Through Friday, June 10
Hudson Museum
Free
"Across the Sands of Time:
Art and Artifacts
from the Middle East"
Through Friday, June 10
Hudson Museum
Free

NTERTAINMENT
Super Bingo
8 p.m.
Monday, April 11
Free
"Sky Odyssey"
7 p.m.
Friday, April 15
Wingate Hall
Karaoke
9 p.m.
Saturday, April 9
Memorial Union
Free
'60s Rock
8 p.m.
Thursday, April 14
Memorial Union
Free
Casino Night
9 p.m.
Saturday, April 16
Memorial Union
Free
Climbing Night
3 to 10 p.m.
Weekdays
MaineBound Outdoor
Education Center
$1

MOVIES
"Meet the Fockers"
7:30 p.m. and 10 p.m.
Wednesday, April 13 and
Friday, April 15
100 DPC on Firday and
Bangor Room, Union on
Saturday
Free
Student Film Festival
7 p.m.
Thursday, April 14
100 DPC
Free

BARS
College Night
9 p.m.
Thursdays
Bear Brew Pub
$1 Bear Brew beers
College Night
10 p.m.
Thursdays
Ushuaia
50-cent drinks
College Night
Thursdays
The Chocolate Grille
Half-price entrees
If you would like an event
posted on the Style Calendar,
contact Matt Kearney on
FirstClass.

EXCUSE ME — The father, played by Christopher Franklin, speaks passionately to the director, played by
Josh Leigh, in an attempt to convince him to write a play of his life in the Maine Masque's performance of
"Six Characters in Search of an Author."

Searchingfor Reality
By Steven J. Butterfield
Staff Writer
eality was put on trial this weekend
during the Maine Masque's production of Luigi Pirandello's classic play
"Six Characters in Search of an

R

Author."
The show "opens" on a rehearsal of a different Pirandello play, though "opens" implies a
curtain or lighting change, and neither was
found here. Instead, actors were lounging
around the spare set on stage, curtain and
house lights up, and the action didn't start until
the director made his appearance to start the
rehearsal. About two minutes in, from behind
the audience, four "characters" suddenly
appeared to offer their story to any suitable
author. It seems thier author has left them with
an unfinished script, and as such, they are in a
sort of character limbo, trapped their roles
until their tale is finished. They start to tell the
ON THE STAGE — Madame Pace (above), played by Brianna
director and cast their story, and the director,
Geary,sneaks up on Josh Leigh as the director and Whitney
realizing the fantastic potential for a play from
Blethen as the bold, outspoken stepdaughter in the Maine
their experiences, decides to scrap what they
Masque's performance of "Six Characters in Search of an Author." have already been working on and use the
"characters" play instead.
Confused yet? Good.
Most striking was the way that Pirandello
was able to turn conventions of theater and
writing on their heads and still end up giving
the audience a lesson in both. The play makes
excellent use of the entire theater to keep up
the illusion of a play within a rehearsal, and
kudos must be given to lighting designer
Kristin Dearborn for being able to keep up
with such ranging action. Lighting a stage
show with ranging motion and changing
scenery can be difficult enough, but add in the
rest of the theater as a stage and you've got a
real challenge.
The Maine Masque did a terrific job casting
this year. There was not a weak performance
on the stage. However, a theatergoer has
favorites, and this was no exception.
Christopher Franklin is no stranger to theater
at UMaine, and as this was his capstone project,
CAMPUS PHOTOS BY LAURA GIORGI()

See REALITY on Page 11
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Running down the 'Elektra'like a '90's action flick
top 10 sports movies
Joel Crabtree
Staff Writer

Sports
Editor

By Mattew Conyers
You can have your Oscars, I
don't want them.
Give, me a good old-fashioned
sports movie and I'm set for the
night. Give me a classy, standup,
melodramatic sports reel and I am
giddy for a whole month.
That's the thing with sports
movies and sports fans. A good
sports movie can send your average
die-hard fan into quite the tizzy. I'm
not talking about your run-of-the
mill James Van Der Beek afternoon
special. No, what I am talking about
is the rare beauty that magically
transports the elegance of sports
onto the sliver screen. Yes, if done
right, there is nothing quite like the
genuine sports movie.
Just travel back to the first time
you saw "Cool Runnings."
Remember that moment when you
first saw John Candy teaching those
four padres from Jamaica how to
bobsled? I do. How about that final
crack of the bat from Robert
Redford in "The Natural"? Oh that
feeling that comes over you. It's a
feeling as warm as a Friday evening
at the ballpark in the heart of the
summer.

What about the sense of pride
you can obtain from these films? Is
there anything like your final reaction to seeing Kevin Costner drop
that shot at the end of'Tin Cup?"
Not in my book.
A good sports movie is able to
not just depict sports, but stage an
impressive comparison to life.
Through these sports metaphors we
are easily able to see our own lives.
They make us laugh, cry and cheer.
No matter how cheesy it makes us
feel, sports movies must be real. And
the real ones make us do all those
things. Give me a sports movie anytime; I am more Rudy than Tom
Cruise anyhow.
So with the emergence of"Fever
Pitch" this weekend into the
brethren of sports films, I believe
now is as good as any time to break
down my own personal top-10 alltime list of the best sports movies. It
is a list I have spent many lonely
Friday nights retooling and restructuring. And now at this precise
moment in time I have decided to
unveil it. Keep in mind that like any
other condescending top-10 list,
there will be a varying degree of
opinions. However, I feel these
choices best exemplify what it
means to be a good sports flick.
Without further ado, the countdown
beings nows,in descending order
10. "Without Limits" — The
quiet independent movie from Tom
Cruise manages to succeed at every
level for those running enthusiasts
out there. With Donald Sutherland
cast as the inedible Bill Bowerman
and Billy Crudup as Steve
Prefontaine, the movie centers
around Prefontaine's life at the
University of Oregon and his epic
showdown in Munich in the 1,500
meter. The movie draws its incredible strength from its two lead performances This is the movie all

Prefontaine-maniacs had waited for.
9."The Rookie" — Often overlooked for its standing as a family
movie, "The Rookie" carries an
Oscar-worthy performance by
Dennis Quad as Jim Morris, a high
school baseball coach turned major
league reliever. No film as accurately portrays the struggles and broken
dreams that accompany baseball.
Nor does any film do better at showing how the love for the game and
how long it stays with you. More
importantly, Morris'journey does a
lot for the term "believe." For any
person with a heart, the last scene is
great.
8."Eight Men Out" — Not only
is this a great sports movie, but it is
also a great period piece. John
Sayles' tale of the 1919 White Sox
and the scandal that turned the baseball world upside-down achieves the
ultimate goal of any film: to draw an
audience into its story. Yes, we have
all heard of the scandal, but how
many really know the ins and outs of
it? Sayle's story makes you want to
run out and grab the nearest book on
the events. Not to mention the cast,
led by John Cusack, is amazing.
7."Caddyshack" — As far sports
comedies goes this one is a hole-inone. No matter what scene you are
caught reciting later on, I promise
that you can't go 10 feet with out
some male joining in with you. My
personal favorite scene is the pool
and the Baby Ruth. However, there
are probably another 20 that could
come to mind right after I bring that
one up. "Caddyshack" achieves
sports movie bliss because it manages to poke fun at everything funny
about golf.
6. "Bull Durham" — As Crash
Davis says during the film "You
throw the ball, you catch the ball,
you hit the ball. This is a simple
game." And "Bull Durharm" is as
simple as they come for sports
movies. That's the beauty of it No
other movie gets their sport as right
as "Bull Durham." Another Costner
classic that nails everything; baseball is baseball in this film.
5."Chariots of Fire" — Who
said the British can't make sports
movies, too? And a really, really
good one at that. You feel smarter
for watching this movie.
4."Slapshot" — Paul Newman
and the Hansen brothers playing
hockey. Enough said. Get yourself
to a movie store and rent it.
3. "Rocky" — Rocky Balboa.
Red shorts. Apollo Creed. Mickey.
Adrianne. Philly. The solo journey
of an underdog told so real and
gritty that you can smell the boxing mat when you turn on the flick.
"Rocky" makes you cheer like
you're actually sitting in the
stands.
2. "Field of Dreams" — The
movie that has the power to make
grown men cry. An amazing
movie about life, love, family,
hope and the passion that comes
with it. One of my favorite movies
of all time because of its ability to
make you dream.
1. "Hooisers" — Simply put,
the greatest sports movie of all
time because it has it all. Great acting, great story, great backdrop.
Everything works so well. You
grab on for the ride because you
feel you are rooting for that small
town team near you. More importantly, you feel as if you are on the
little team from Hickory.

"Elektra," starring Jennifer
Garner as the title character, is
quite poorly made. It is a
movie based on the comic book
character, who was also featured in "Daredevil" staring
Ben Affleck. "Elektra" is by no
means down in the bowels of
hell
with
Halle Berry's
"Catwoman," but it's close.
Elektra is a super-heroine
who has no super powers.
She's an assassin that knows
intense forms
MOVIE of karate, but
REVIEW no unusual
super powers.
She carries sais and knows
martial arts, more or less making her a sexier version of the
"Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle"
character Raphael — minus the
whole teenage mutant turtle
part.
Elektra is trying to protect a
father and his daughter from a
group of extraordinarily lame
villains simply known as "The
Hand." The group consists of
five bad guys and a group of
Asians, none of which are really developed at all in the
movie. They have sophomoric
powers, like tattoos and a touch
of death, but overall the team
of villains seems like the
"Mortal Kombat" rejects.
The movie is structured
much like a Jean Claude Van
Damme movie from the 90s,
which really makes it an anomaly. In the year 2005, movies
like this should not exist. The
writing of the movie is simple,
it's a straight up PG-13 rated
action movie. The character
interaction is reminiscent of
any Van Damme movie, which
for those unfamiliar with the
works of J-C V.D. is not very
good. The bad guys are pretty
much nameless and faceless,
while the supporting characters

PHOTO COURTESY IGN.COM

BARING BLADES — Jennifer Garner stars in "Elektra," an
action movie reminiscent of Jaen Claude Van Damme's
movies of the '90s in terms of plot and characters.
are all exceptionally secondary
and have no substance.
Stamp ("The
Terrence
Limey," "Superman II") brings
a little bit of liveliness to the
film, for the few moments that
he is in it. The key to the entire
movie is the performance of
Garner, which both fails and
succeeds at the same time. It
fails because she tried to play a
tough, brooding character who
has been seen in cinema many
times — a la Kurt Russell in
"Soldier."
She succeeds
because the movie has so little
talent in the rest of the cast that
her performance ends up looking good.
In defense of "Elektra," the
movie is not an entire waste.
As simple as the movie is, it
makes sense and it's easy to
follow. The fact that Terrence
Stamp shows up adds a little
enjoyment. His performance is
comparable to what Sean
Connery did in the first two
"Highlander" movies. He gave
them respect, and Stamp does
what he can in "Elektra."

The movie is probably most
enjoyable to fans of "Mortal
Kombat" and "Timecop."
Other than those select few,
special people, the movie doesn't really work. In its purest
form, this is a weak attempt at
the resurrection of 90s action
movies.
The extras on the DVD are a
little weak. There's a handful
of a deleted scenes, none of
which really could have
improved the movie. There's a
"Making of Elektra," Garner's
Comic-Con presentation, an
"Inside the Editing Room" featurette, and a sneak peek at
TV's "Family Guy" and
"American Dad." The DVD
supplemental material is pretty
much standard, or a cheap
advertising ploy by Fox. The
DVD falls pretty flat.
If you're in the mood for a
stupid action movie, feel free
to rent "Elektra," but I wouldn't recommend getting your
hopes up for it. Not even two
women kissing could save this
movie.

Ulf/bine Summer2005
The University of Maine's 2005 Summer Session offers more than 600
courses designed to meet the diverse needs of lifelong learners including
those offered on-campus and at selected off-campus sites, including The
University of Maine's Hutchinson Center. Over 100 courses are offered online
worldwide and through interactive televised technologies.

7.57afrif

Visit our webeite at littp://dilumaine.edu/sumnrier
or CAII the Summer Session Office at 207- 581-3143
A Ahniirr of Ow Womb etlipine Spawn
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Navigating London on a budget The more the merrier
Anime Club looks to increase membership

By Steven J.
Butterfield
Staff Writer
Let's face it — traveling Paris
on a dime a day like
Hemingway and Fitzgerald did,
is deader than the authors themselves. Is Europe out of reach
for students? Due to the massive
surge in the value of the Euro,
tourism in Europe has fallen off
dramatically. Fortunately for us,
European airlines and hotels
have slashed prices accordingly,
and you can find some bargains
—like London, for instance.
London isn't the cheapest city in
the world but if you walk and
use the Tube instead of taking
taxis, cook your own meals at a
hostel and stick to the cheap
seats at the theater, you can
spend a fantastic week here for
under $100 a day, including airfare.
The first step in preparing for
your trip is finding the cheapest
airfare possible, www.studentuniverse.com, is always a great
place to start and currently lists
Boston to London round-trip
airfares at $321. Another great
Web site, www.kayak.com,
searches hundreds of airfare
Web sites to find the best price.
Once there, London can seem
short on budget accommodations. Worthy of your consideration is the Astor Museum Inn —
http://www.astorhotels.com/mus
eum.htm — it is in one of the
most perfect locations in town,
walk out the front door and
you're staring at the British
Museum. While a tad pricier

Joel Crabtree
Staff Writer
Japanese cartoons, known as
anime, have a cult following in
the United States and The
University of Maine's Anime
Club is a dedicted organization.
The Anime Club provides students with interests in anime a
chance to watch and discuss the
art. In an effort to broaden it's
membership, the club is planning to do more than just show
anime this semester. President
Kirk Davis intends to expand
PHOTO COURTESY STEVEN J. BUTTERFIELD
club's base membership durthe
BIG BEN — London boasts a remarkable number of worlding
the 2005 spring semester by
famous attractions and monuments for a very reasonable price.
spreading the good word.
"If, in theory, everyone
than similar hostels in other go from there down Birdcage
brings
one other person that he
Westminster
Abbey,
Walk
to
cities, at about $25 to $40 a
night, the location can't be beat- where the tour is one of the few or she know who likes anime to
en, and the hotel is a fantastic in the city worth paying for. The the club, and that person does
place to meet other travelers. history in Westminster is palpa- decide to come to showings,
The kitchen is a hodge-podge of ble — these hallowed corridors then they could bring someone,
activity, and there is a light con- host centuries of kings and and so on and so on," Davis
tinental breakfast available in queens, have seen the rise and said.
UMaine student Gregg
the mornings. Stuff your pock- fall of empires, and stood
Carrier is an example of someets full of rolls and take off for a through both World Wars.
Once
you're done at one who discovered the club
day of sightseeing.
Like so many old imperial Westminster, hang a right and through word of mouth.
"I first learned about Anime
capitals around the world, you'll see Big Ben within walkto Club from a cashier [at Best
distance.
Stroll
London is filled with free sights ing
that can easily pack an itinerary. Parliament and take in the sights Buy]," Carrier said.
Club members are also using
From the bostel, it's a briefjaunt from the banks of the Thames. If
over to Charing Cross Road and you're feeling a bit hungry other forms of advertising to get
New Oxford Street, where you there's an excellent little row of information to the public.
"I ask everyone to print out at
can pick up Shaftesbury Ave. to hot dog stands across the bridge
Picadilly, and from there to by the giant London Eye ferris least one of our fliers and post it
Buckingham Palace. That's wheel. Head back over the somewhere," said Davis. "I am
right — 10 minutes out the front bridge and take Whitehall Road also working out to try and get a
door and you're standing in to Trafalgar Square, passing 10 radio ad on the campus station."
Davis believes that anime is a
front of one of the most famous
genre that most of the campus
See LONDON on Page 11
buildings in the world. You can

BET STUFF
CHEAP!
Stop by The Maine Campus Annual Silent
Auction Fundraiser in the COE Room at
Memorial Union from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. on
Thursday, April 14.
Make the winning bid on the available items
and you may get a great deal! Before you
stop by the Marketplace for lunch, stop by
the COE Room.

will warm up to if they give it a
chance.
"A lot of people may not really like anime, but everyone has
at least one movie or series that
they like that is anime," Davis
said.
"Yeah, there's something for
everyone," Carrier said. There is
even anime for sports fans.
"Two that come to mind is a
manga about basketball called
'Rebound' and 'Fight Spirit,' a
show about boxing," Carrier
said.
The club meets every week to
show anime movies and series
to anyone interested. The club
is also looking to gain national
exposure through the anime
underground.
The Anime Club treasurer
officer Brian Franklin believes
the club is filling a big role in
the world of anime conventions.
"In the past at Otakon, a
national anime convention,
there was an event called
MAT3K, 'Mystery Anime
Theater 3000,' we are carrying
on that legacy," Franklin said.
The club is showing a
tongue-in-cheek critique of one
of its least favorite anime in the
style of the hit television show
"Mystery Science Theater
3000."
"The MAT3K project was
extremely popular at Otakon
conventions and there was a
great deal of disappointment
when it was cancelled," said
See ANIME on Page 11

Auction to include
items and services from:
Good Looks,
Hair Fashions by Roger,
Epic Sports, Mon Ami,
Virtues, Margaritas,
Orono House of Pizza,
Governors, The Natural
Living Center, Spotlight
Cinemas, The Black Bear
Inn, Sugarloaf USA,
Shawnee Peak, Penobscot
Theatre Co. and more!
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From Page 8
let me insert a shameless request
here for him to receive an 'A'.
His performance was extraordinary, an outstanding testament to
his abilities as an actor. The
Father is one of the most complex
characters in the show, and
Franklin was more than up to the
challenge.
Whitney Blethen as The
Stepdaughter was the only role
that had perhaps wider emotional

LONDON
From Page 10
Downing Street — the Prime
Minister's residence — on the
way. Take it all in, and then
head back to the hostel to nurse
the blisters on your feet.
One of the best experiences
in London is the theater. Check
online for current prices and
availability - the stage in
London fluctuates so much it's
impossible to get a lock on
what's happening in advance.
Cook a pre-theater dinner in the
hostel to save money for pub-

THE MAINE CAMPUS
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range than the Father, and
Blethen filled it admirably.
Blethen managed to bring her
character through a plateaus of
soft and harsh through the course
of the show, and did so with
aplomb and grace. Seeing as
she's a first-year student, keep an
eye out for this rising star on the
UMaine stage.
Finally, Josh Leigh as The
Director seemed to be channeling
Terry Gilliam for this role. He
managed to downplay the overwrought character with overall
subtlety tinged with moments of
outright hilarity as a slightly hys-

terical, mostly oblivious director.
The character is Pirandello's
skewering of what he saw as
stereotypically overbearing dilettantes fiddling, unwelcome, with
the author's work. Leigh made it
the funniest role in the play without seeming obnoxious.
Featuring a host of fine performances and a lesson for all in
the nature of writing and art, the
show cleverly challenged conventions of both existence and theater
while keeping the audience
charmed with wit and droll humor.
Congrats to the Maine Masque
on a beautiful piece of work.

crawls later. One of the best
patches in town for a pub crawl
is Covent Garden, located close
enough to the hostel to find
your way back even after a few
pints.
The
extraordinary
and
breathtaking British Museum is
as daunting as it is remarkable.
Trying to narrow it down is like
trying to give a history of the
world in 10 words or less. Do
yourself a favor - take two days
and stroll through this massive
ode to the British Empire. Don't
go in with any set agendas:
What seems like a great idea on
paper is clearly impossible once
you've walked through the

doors. The beauty of the British
Museum is its proximity to the
Museum Inn and its free admission. Go in the morning, go
back to the hostel for lunch, and
head right back across the street
and pick up where you left off.
You can spend two days here
with meals at the hostel for less
than $15 easily. Another day,
take the Tube for a day at the
infamous Tower of London,
London Bridge and St. Paul's.
The dollar is weaker than a
smoker on a flight of stairs and
budget travelers are left reeling.
Europe may seem out of reach,
but intrepid traveler, fear not:
bargains can be found.

ANIME
From Page 10
president Kirk Davis. "A lot of
people have been hoping for
something of this nature."
The anime that the club chose
to parody is "Bomber Bikers
from Shonan."
"If you took a '60s B-movie
and turned it into an anime, that
would be it." Davis said. "I've
been a member of the Anime
Club for four years now. I've
seen a lot of good anime and bad
anime, and that was bad."
The club agrees that this will
help gain attention as well as

www.mainecampus.corn

reinforce the bond of the group
members.
"In reality, I'm hoping that
creating this as a club will solidify membership more," Davis
said.
The club plans to bring the
parody of "Bomber Bikers from
Shonan" to PortConMaine, a
local anime convention in
Portland that runs from June 24
to 26. From there, club members hope to show it at a few
more
anime
conventions.
Anime Boston and A-Kon are
two that Davis has his sights set
on. The club plans to finish the
critique of "Bomber Bikers
from Shonan" sometime in the
near future.

STAFFPICKS
Aaron Barnes
Head Copy Editor
Who's your favorite SNL
character?
Nick Burns
Whats your most embarassing
"guilty pleasure" DVD?
"Notting Hill"
If you were stranded on a desert
island which UMaine public figure
would you want to be stuck with?
Officer Deb Mitchell
and her guitar

Katie Moreau
Production Manager
Who's your favorite SNL
character?
The Ladies Man
Whats your most embarassing
"guilty pleasure" DVD?
"Dirty Dancing"
If you were stranded on a desert
island which UMaine public figure
would you want to be stuck with?
Bob Whelan

Matt Kearney
Style Editor
Who's your favorite SNL
character?
Brian Fellows
Whats your most embarassing
"guilty pleasure" DVD?
"Smallville, Season 1"
If you were stranded on a desert
island which UMaine public figure
would you want to be stuck with?
Sandy Caron

LIVE FRIDAYS! Presents A Night of Hip Hop w/

LIUDIbLE MLJIHNMIC
Up 'n commn Hip Hop Funk band from Boston in the areas only appearance.

vAvw.umaine.edu/wmeh

FRIDAY APR. 15 2005

If want to help spread the word about
WM ES,then stop by the studio and pick up
one ofour new color brochures,If you want
tojoin the WM kB Street Team,contact
on FirstClass.

GREAT DRINK SPECIALS
$2 Bearbrew Pints
$2 Bud Lt Pints
$3 Well Drinks
SL1 Tall Red Bull and Vodkas

Rude Son
k five Sports Fenn
landey5 a.m.- 7pm.
The High Five Sports Forum hits your radio every
Monday Nightfrom .5-pm only on ut.0 FM. Hosted
by Dustin San,the showfoeuses Mk regional and professional athletics,as well as University of Maine
sports. Ryan Waning,a local comedian,Erie GullickSOH,a writer fur USCHO,and Jason *Crayon, WMES
Sports Direetorjoht Dustin on the program which
pin tises honesty, inhimilty,illfilliklaitifatt, and
instknity....you're toting to want to tune in.

LIVE FRIDAYS!
Is

II I
II
to
$

Doors @ 9:30pm • 21+ • $5 cover

SOMA 36 • 36 Main Street • Orono • 866.2739
Cover for SOMA only, no cover for Bearbrew/Deck/Pool Room
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Horoscopes
By Linda C. Black
Aries
March 21 to April 19
Turn down an expensive outing
with friends: You can't afford it yet.
Spend more of what you've gained
on strengthening your infrastructure.
Taurus
April 20 to May 20
Discover another valuable item
buried in the mess. The task is difficult, but you can be assured that
the rewards are great.

CAMA
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CAPTAIN RIBMAN in Killer Advice
MY DAD
SAYS FARMING
IS BORING.
I THINK HE'D
LIKE TO HAVE A
MORE EXCITING
JOB.

by Sprengelmeyer & Davis

SURE! THERE'S LOTS OF

o•

4:54 1=1'

MINOR-LEAGUE HITMAN
TEAMS HE COULD TRY OUT

aft'

FOR AND MIGHT GET RECRUITED
BY A MAJOR-LEAGUE

CRIME SYNDICATE!
WHACKING FOLKS FOR
BIG MONEY IS A SURE WAY
TO SHOO AWAY A CASE
OF THE HUMDRUMS!!

Gemini
May 21 to June 21
You'll find more ways to save
money as you go through your
stack of stuff. Don't be ashamed to
cash in the coupons or recyclables
— it's cool.

HE SHOULD
BECOME A
PROFESSIONAL

LAt

HITMAN!
The Family Monster by Josh Shalek

Cancer
June 22 to July 22
You may feel like you've been
fighting the whole world, but that's
not the case. You've been making
very important converts to your
cause.

A
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Goes well with peanut butter: www.joshshalek.com kid_shay@joshshalek.com

DITHERED TWTTS bystanwalin8 Crossword
ACROSS
1 Hourly pay
5 Similar
9 Former
anesthetic
14 Wife of Zeus
15 Conceal
16 Push roughly
17 Dubliner's dish
19 Multiplication
word
20 Words to live by
21 Delta deposit
23 Otherwise
26 Branch
27 Traveling bag
31 Ritzy
residence
35 Web-footed
diver
36 Bride's
accessory
38 Lone Star State
39 Gallery works
40 Keep private
42 Elected ones
43 Swiped
45 Stuffed shell
46 Lug
47 Outcast
49 Light reddish
brown
51 Positive quantity
53 Far down
54 Hockey venues
58 More sagacious
62 Wranglers'
show
63 Suddenly
66 Piped
instrument
67 Arena level
68 Succotash
ingredient
69 Requirements
70 Heroic narration
71 Touch on

Libra
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22
Telling the truth, even to yourself,
is a skill that takes some practice.
When you get used to it, you won't
settle for anything else.
Meanwhile, keep at it.
Scorpio
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21
After conferring with your partner,
start drawing up your shopping list.
Cut expenses by increasing your
labor output.
Sagittarius
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21
Even though you're busy, there's
time for a romantic moment. A
word from the heart changes
everything. But don't say it unless
you mean it.
Capricorn
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19
You're being pushed to make up
your mind, and it's an important
decision. Should you allow love
and luxury into your life? Certainly.
Aquarius
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18
You have a tendency to come up
with schemes that are a little hard
to substantiate. Here's your
chance to prove you know what
you're talking about.
Pisces
Feb. 19 to March 20
Accept the gifts that come your
way graciously, without embarrassment. You'd rather be the one
who gives, but either position has
merit. Be generous with your
abundance.

Marrrine.

Et51

Leo
July 23 to Aug. 22
The forces that slow you down are
actually to your benefit. Selfrestraint is like the emergency
brake — a worthwhile safety
device.
Virgo
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
Be watching for a bargain, you
could find a very sweet deal. You
don't have to tell anyone where
you got it, either. Wonderful things
come via catalogs and the
Internet, all from the privacy of
your own home.
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DOWN
1 Fancy
2 Space starter?
3 Indomitable
spirit
4 Part of EST
5 Cries of delight
6 Frontiersman
Carson
7 March 15, e.g.
8 Staircase post

"Our love is sweet, Misty, but I'm a
nutritionist and I worry about empty calories."
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9 Calculate
approximately
10 Sewing basket
item
11 Where the heart
is
12 Equal
13 Remainder
18 Consecrated
22 Brief swim
24 Set aside
25 Choose
27 Hold tight
28 Left ventricle
outlet
29 Distributor part
30 Fragrant flower
32 Self-evident
truth
33 Pound poem
part
34 Ruhr city
37 Understandable
40 Coastal
swimmers
41 Fully cooked
44 Hear visually?
46 Cassava dish
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48 Attila follower
50 Salamander
52 Travel on
Rollerblades
54 Press
55 Center
56 Brink

57 Receipt
59 Haughty one
60 Very light brown
61 Tenant's
payment
64 Floral ring
65 Slice of a circle
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The Next Karate Kid

HOME
From Page 16

CAMPUS PHOTO BY MELISSA ARMES

TINY FIGHTER — Six year old Tai Toner of Grand Falls, New Brunswick competed against adults and teens in the under
Black Belt Championship held Saturday at Lengyl Gym. This competition part of a day-long UMaine Karate Club event.

ALIVE
From Page 16
choice.
The Black Bears struck back in the
top of the sixth inning to holster the
lead. The tenacious Greg Creek led off
the inning with a double to centerfield.
Following Creek's leadoff at bat Ryan
Quintal smacked a double to right field
to bring in Creek. Next at bat, Joel
Barret, provided even more of a boost,
rocketing a two-run home run to even
up the game.
The assault continued when Mike
Ferriggi singled to center field. On the
next play Ferriggi advanced to third
after Smith singled and moved to second on a throw that was off line. Ray
Vallee then reached on an error by the
John Lamb, the Great Danes shortstop. Ferriggi scored on the ensuing
play.
Albany answered with three runs
in the bottom of the sixth inning to
regain the lead. UMaine countered
bouncing back to one run in the top of
the seventh inning. On the score,
Barret singled up the middle to score
Quintal, who had reached on a double.
The Great Danes racketed a pair of
runs back onto the scoreboard in the
bottom of the seventh. Albany led 8-5
going into the ninth.
Creek started the game for UMaine
and went 5 2/3 innings, scattering
seven hits while striking out three batters. With the loss Creek fell to 2-2 on
the year. Nolan Boik pitched the final
two innings for the Black Bears and
allowed one run on two hits.
The Great Danes finished the decision having used five pitchers. Giorgio
Fuda earned his third of the season,
while Shawn Ryan picked up his fifth
save of the season.
Quintal lead the Black Bears going

2-for-5 with two hits and two runs.
Barrett registered three runs batted in.
In the first game of the series on
Saturday, Albany got out to an early
lead in the bottom of the first inning
with a run, only to see UMaine
respond in the top of the fourth inning.
Quintal began the attack by reaching
on an error and then stole second base.
Matt McGraw then singled advancing
Quintal to second base. On the next
play, Ferriggi lasered a two-run single
that brought Quintal and McGraw in.
The Black Bears took a 2-1 lead.
The Great Danes tied the game
with a run in the bottom of the fifth
inning.
UMaine snagged the lead for good
top of the eighth inning. The
the
in
rally began when McGraw singled to
centerfield. He was then moved to second on a sacrifice bunt by Ferrigi
towards the end of the inning to bring
in McGraw.
UMaine added another two runs in
the top of the ninth.
On the mound for the Black Bears
was Steve Richard who hauled in
another amazing performance.
Richard pitched six innings and
allowed just two runs on eight hits,
while sitting down 10 batters. Sitting
down the 10 batters marked a career
high for Richard. Scott Robinson
threw the final two innings to record
his first save of the season.
In second game ofthe doubleheader, Greg Norton led the Black Bears to
victory pitching 6 and 2/3 innings.
Norton allowed two runs on three hits
after striking out seven batters in the
game.The win helped move his standing on the year to 5-1.
After traveling for 24 straight contests. the Black Bears are headed back
to Mahaney Diamond for the first time
this season. UMaine hosts Thomas
College on Tuesday. April 12 at 3:30
p.m.

scored her second run of the game,
when a wild pitch with the bases
loaded allowed her to come home.
With two outs, sophomore Briaria
Hout sealed the deal for the Hawks
with a ground out for the games final
out.
Senior Candace Jaegge took the
circle for the Black Bear on Sunday.
She gave up four hits, and allowed
two runs, both of which came in the
top of the fourth. UMaine had built a
two run lead off of a Dulkis triple,
the teams fourth of the weekend and
fifth of the season. Dulkis rounded
third and tried for the home run, but
could not beat the throw from third
to the plate. She was called out at
home, but not before Erin Provost
scored the games first run.
After Brady walked, a single by
Cheney brought Brady around to
score and Maine had a 2-0 lead.
The game went to extra innings
and the Black Bears gave it another
crack in the bottom of the eight.
With Jaegge gone to the bench after
six innings pitched, UMaine coach
Michelle Puls turned to Bennis, who
shut things down for Hartford. She
did not give up a hit or allow a base
runner in the last two innings and
struck out two.
In the bottom of the eighth Brady
again reached base on a walk. She
stole second for her 67th steal of her
career, third of the weekend, and
conference leading 17th of the season. After Cheney walked, Kuhl
doubled, which brought Brady
around to score. UMaine won 3-2.
The Black Bears improved to 41
in conference play and 9-17 overall.

'd-tXimAITYM
LASSIFIEDS
Hiring
Aced the SAT, MCAT,LSAT, or GRE?
KaPalan Test Prep & Admissions is currntly seeking energetic presenters at Maine to
teach our courses. If you have ecellent
standardized test scores, give us a call
today at 207-899-0166 or email
Sandra_McIntyre@kaplan.com EOE
Interested in promoting conflict resolution
at UMaine? 2 work-study positions for fall
2005. email or call Barb Blazej for details,
581-2625
For Rent
BAR HARBOR Summer appartments
Large, clean, bewly painted 2+3 bedroom.
References required. rents from $1500 per
month. Respond to
peterclifford@verizon.net
New 3BR house in Old Town heated
$1200.
827-4336

3BR Inclue Utilities $900 469-7839
7 Bedroom House SCREENPORCH,
PARKING,INCLUDES UT1LS$2275
AVG.pp $325 469-7839
ORONO -2 br. apts., heat included, plenty
of parking, call 866-3330
ORONO -5 br apt., heat, hot water, lights,
cable included, call 866-3330
Eff. 1,2,3,4 Br. APTS 5 Br. house heat +hot
water incl. Orono & Old Town lease and
Depo 827-4561
1,2,3,4,5 bed apts avail, next school year.
Call Chad: 866-7027
Assistance
Got conflict? We can help! UMaine
Mediators, 581-2639

Old Town 2BR Apt. No Pets. 827-7231

Advertise in The Maine Campus. Call 5811273 between 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. to
place your classified advertisement.

3+5 BR Apts 5BR, sleep 6 $1200+Utils

www.mainecampus.com
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HITTING THE MARK
Newlyfounded UMaine
skeet team finds niche
By Michael Dabrieo
For The Maine Campus
Brian Gervais stands poised for battle.
Sweat trickles down his brow in the warmth of
an Sunday morning in April. He swipes his feet
on the concrete slab he is standing on,andtakes
a deep breath. Relaxing, he raises his twelve
gauge shotgun and steadies on his target. He
squeezes the trigger as the bird comes hurtling
past him. His shot misses by inches and
Gervais groans in frustration. He was one shot
away from a perfect game. He shakes it off and
raises his gun again as the next bird flies by,
squeezing the trigger. This time, the bird
explodes into a million pieces humming to the
ground like tiny Frisbees. He turns to his teammates releasing the two spent shells from their
chambers and smiles as they slap him on the
back in congratulation.
Gervais is one of ten members of the newly
fdunded University of Maine skeet and trap
team. The bird he was shooting was not of the
winged variety, but rather a target called a clay
pigeon that is launched from a throwing
machine at speeds upwards of 65 miles per
hour. The club, which had its first meeting in
October of this school year, practices at the
Herman Skeet Club in Herman about thirty
minutes outside ofcampus every weekend
"I was all nervous, I was shaking," said
Gervais.
A perfect game is a diamond in the rough in
the skeet world and a pinnacle that Gervais has
come close to reaching several times. Skeet is
a game in which the shooter must shoot 25 clay
pigeons from eight different stations as they are
released from two different throwing machines.
A perfect game occurs when the shooter does
net smiss any of his.or her shots, and does not
need the option which allows the shooter to
retry his or her first miss. When shooters get
their first perfect game, their hats are sent into
the air and shot by all of their comrades as a
humorous initiation to the prestigious club.
The team also participates in the game of
Trap. Trap has the shooter targeting clay
pigeons traveling at different rates ofspeed and
different angle than skeet,and these speeds and
angles assimilate the tendencies of certain
species of birds.
"It is a great stress reliever," said Maureen
Pease, the treasurer of the club.
The only girl on the shooting range on
Sunday,Pease fires her gun alongside the best.
A duck hunter, Pease came into the sport look- 24 in San Antonio,Texas.
Fogarty will be joined by Junior Wade
ing for a chance to improve her hunting skills
during the off-season. Wielding her Remington Hanson and Gervais. The trio is going to
1100 shotgun with ease and skill, it seems the compete individually in several events, as the
ducks are in for some bad news come hunting club could not send the required five people
season. "All the people here are kind and real- to make up a team. As a club, The skeet and
ly sweet. The first time I came I didn't hit any trap team grapples with the problem of mon[pigeons], but there are so many people who etary income, and the three will be paying
out-of-pockets for the entire trip including air
are willing to help you out"
"We want people with all levels of experi- fare and hotel accommodations. That does
ence," said John Fogarty, the president of the not stop them from being feverishly excited.
club. Fogarty, who himself has shot over "When we are in Texas, it's going to be this
100,000 rounds of shotgun ammo, is one of hot at night when we are practicing," said
three members who will be going to Texas at Gervais to Hanson as the two waited for their
the end of the month for the Association of turn to shoot, a glint of eagerness in his eye,
College Unions International Shotgun "I can't wait."
The excitement over shooting things
Championship, which is being held April 20-

HOOSIERS
From Page 16
"My vision is to get people excited about Indiana women's basketball," said Versyp. "I am committed
to enhancing our program and developing our student-athletes both academically and athletically."
Versyp inherits a team that fmished with a 10-18 record and just 313 in Big Ten play. One of the
Hoosiers ten wins came on Dec. 10
at Alfond Arena against the Black
Bears. Versyp's Black Bears fell to

the Kathi Bennett's Hoosiers 69-57.
When Bennett resigned on March
1, Indiana's search for a new head
coach began. Just over a month later
the Hoosiers found their mart in
Versyp, who becomes the second
consecutive UMaine head women's
basketball coach to leave Maine for
the Big Ten.
Joanne McCallie left the Black
Bears in 2000 after eight successful
years with the program. McCallie
went to Michigan State, where she
turned the Spartans into a Final Four
team by just her fifth season. The
Spartans lost to Baylor in the
National title game 84-62 earli-

CAMPUS PHOTO BY
SCOTT CAPARELLI

FIRED UP — (Above)*
Chappelow,
Jim
of the
member
UMaine Trap and
SkeetTeam,
prepares
his
gun
Saturday
before
practicing with the
other clubmembers
in Hermon.
(Left)
Maureen
Pease, treasurer of
the Trap and Skeet
Team,shoots trap —
ceramic
where
disks are launched
into the air and fired
at for target practice.
•

could be perceived by some as a dangerous me upon the prospect of firing the weapon, I
pastime, but Pease explained that it is just the .felt like Ralphie in "A Christmas Story"
opposite. The skeet team shows that it is not shooting a Red Ryder B.B. gun. This exciteguns that are dangerous, but the person han- ment peaked as I yelled out "Pull!" and the
dling it, she explained. According to Pease, bright orange clay pigeon came roaring out of
all of the members of the skeet team have had house which it was being held and tearing
at least one or two safety courses provided by through the sky. I squeezed the trigger and
the National Rifle Association or by the state. watched as the clay pigeon remained intact
"Safety comes in knowing what you are and hovered safely to the ground. As the
doing," said Pease.
game continued, I found that even though I*
At the conclusion of our visit, I was able missed it, it didn't matter: 1 was having fun.
to strap on Fogarty's Remington double barIf anyone is interested in finding out more
reled over and under 12-gauge shotgun and information about the UMaine Skeet and
take my own try at the game of Skeet. I Trap Team, all skill levels are welcome and
gripped the gun ferociously as I peered down the club meets every Thursday in 257 Nutting
the barrel waiting for my pulse to decrease. A at 5 p.m., or email John Fogarty on
wave of childish excitement had washed over FirstClass.

er this month.
Jodi Benner, who has been an assisAs for UMaine's next head tant at UMaine since 1993. Benner,
coach, a search is underway. Nero who graduated from Maine in 1992
says a new coach could be named as will go to Indiana with Versyp,
a soon as the end of the month or as where he will serve as an assistant
late as the end of next month.
on her staff.
"Our young ladies are here
Nero says that the new coach
through May term, and I'd like them will have an entirely new coaching
to meet their coach before they go staff. He also said he hopes the new
home," said Nero."We've compiled coach will continue the winning traa list of about 40 or so coaching can- dition of women's basketball that
didates that we'd like to talk to over McCallie started and Versyp carried
the next few weeks. It will be pretty on.
comprehensive and then we'll try to
"Women's basketball has been
narrow it down to maybe five or so." very successful here," said Nero.
Not on the list of head coaching "We need to find a coach who can
candidates is Versyp's top assistant continue that for us."

He said the next coach at
UMaine will be someone who feels
comfortable in the public and working with the community and someone who understands the academic
values of the University. He also.
said it will be someone who has
experience with a winning program.
UMaine's new coach will inherit
a young team, made up of just one
senior, center Abby Schrader. After
losing guards Kim Corbitt and
Missy Traversi,UMaine will look toe,
Ashley Underwood and Margaret
Elderton. Bracey Barker, Katie
Whittier, and Lindsey Hugstad-Vaa
will return.

Skeet team
hits the mark
at UMaine
Page 15
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Versyp leaves Black Bears for Indiana
Head women's basketball coach resigns after five years at UM to take over home-state squad
By Riley Donovan
Staff Writer
On Friday, Sharon Versyp went
home.
After serving as head women's
basketball coach at the University of
Maine for the last five years, Versyp
announced her resignation Friday
and shortly thereafter was introduced as the new women's basketball head coach at the University of
Indiana.
While UMaine athletic director
Patrick Nero knows that UMaine is
losing a good coach, he said he

knows what a good opportunity
coaching at Indiana will be for
Versyp.
"This is just too good for her to
turn down," said Nero,"A chance to
go home. We wish her the best."
Versyp grew up in Mishawaka,
Indiana, which is not far from South
Bend, the home of Notre Dame.
Versyp was named Miss Indiana
Basketball in 1984, an award given
for the top high school senior basketball player in the state. After graduating from high school in her small
home town, Versyp went to Purdue
University, where she was a four-

year starter on
the women's
basketball team.
she
After
graduated college in 1989,
Versyp, who
her
earned
in
degree
speech commuVersyp
nications and
theater education, took her first coaching job as
head coach at Lawrence North High
School in Indianapolis. There she
took a team with an 0-18 record and

turned them into a section runner-up Indiana women's basketball history.
"I am thrilled to become part of
in just two seasons.
She left Lawrence North in 1993 this Indiana program," said Versyp
to become the head coach at Benton on the Indiana athletics Web site. "It
Central High School in Oxford, Ind. is such a great feeling to be back in
In 1996 she left the high school my home state and to be working for
ranks for college. She spent time as such a wonderful university."
Indiana is known as the Hoosier
an assistant at Louisville and James
Madison before she was named the state,and to many it is also known as
basketball country. If the Hoosier
head coach at UMaine in 2000.
Versyp spent nine seasons as a state is indeed basketball country
college coach outside Indiana. As than Bloomington is, without doubt,
she returns to her home state, she its capital city. On Friday,
returns to Bloomington, which is Bloomington received a new mayor.
four hours south of her home town.
She is the seventh head coach in See HOOSIERS on Page 15

UMaine
unable to
keep streak
alive in NY
By Matthew Conyers
Sports Editor
It was there for the taking.
Bottom of the ninth. Bases loaded.
Down two runs. The opportunity was

Baseball
there. The streak was suppose to continue, the morale was going to stay
high. University of Maine baseball
wasn't planning on any road bumps.
Albany, however, had different plans.
Behind the steadfast pitching of
Steven Ryan in relief, the Great Danes
were able to narrowly escape at home
Sunday against the Black Bears 8-6.
The defeat helped Albany elude a near
disastrous three game sweep by the
Black Bears over the weekend.
During an afternoon doubleheader on
Saturday, UMaine won the first game
5-2 and the second game 3-2. The loss
on Sunday snapped the Black Bears
six game winning streak.
With the loss UMaine fell to 15-9
on the year and 2-1 in conference
competition. For Albany, the victory
pushed their overall record to 8-8 and
1-2 in America East Play.
Losing 8-5 headed in the top of the
ninth on Sunday, the Black Bears
staged a dramatic rally to extend their
winning streak to seven games. Curt
Smith began an attempt at a comeback
with a strikeout that he reached first on
after a pass ball. Smith then proceeded
to second when Aaron Izaryk was
walked. With runners on first and second,Frank Pesanello singled to center
field bringing in Smith. Joe Hough
then loaded the bases after reaching on
an en-or. The Great Danes sent Matt
McGraw back to the dugout to end the
game.
Early on in the game, Albany
jumped out to a 3-0 lead in the bottom
of the third inning, when Steve
Wyland and Leo Corvino each added
RBI singles. Steve Sayre drove home
a run when he grounded out to a field
See ALIVE on Page 14
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OFF THE LINE — Shortstop Brittany Cheney hits a foul ball during the Black Bears Sunday afternoon game with
Hartford. UMaine bounced back from a defeat the day before they took a 3-2 victory.

Home Sweet Home
Softball team returns for first home games of the year, wins two-out-of-three decisions
Saturday's early game. Lauren
Dulkis, who bats lead-off for
UMaine, walked to start off the botThe University of Maine softball tom of the first. Center fielder Jess
team won two out of three games Brady tripled, which brought home
this past weekend against confer- Dulkis for the games first run.
ence opponent Hartford. The series Brittany Cheney came to the plate
and hit Maine's other triple, which
between the two
brought home Brady to make the
teams was the um
score 2-0. A single by Amy Kuhl on
home opener for
2
the next at bat would score Cheney
the Black Bears, wn
and UMaine's lead was 3-0.
who wasted no
"I think the important part of the
time getting off to
game was that we jumped on
first
a good start on UM
2
them early," said pitcher Sarah
their home field.
3
Bennis, who controlled the circle for
won UH
UMaine
Maine in the first game."We scored
Sunday's game 3three runs in the first inning and I
2, while splitting
think that set the tone for the game."
Saturday's afterThings looked good for the Black
noon doubleheadwith a three-run lead and
Bears
er. The Black
Bennis on the circle. UMaine was
Bears won the first
not satisfied with their three-run lead
game 7-1 and lost the second 3-2.
The Black Bears, who had a total however. In the bottom of the fifth
of one triple going into their home inning, the Black Bears added four
opener, picked up three more in more runs. After the top of the order
By Riley Donovan
Staff Writer

for UMaine flied and grounded out, for. UMaine and pitched the full
Cheney doubled to center field to get seven innings. She did not allow a
things going. With two outs on the hit through the first three innings, but
board Kuhl was intentionally UMaine could not get a hit themwalked to first. After Molly selves. Hartford took a 1-0 lead in
McKinney walked to load the bases, the top of the fourth when an error
catcher Lindsey Tibbetts cleared by UMaine at first brought in a run
them with UMaine's third triple of for the Hawks.
UMaine scored a run in the botthe game.
Dana Grimm would double to tom of the sixth to tie the game at
center field and bring home Tibbetts one. Dulkis, who led off the inning
and UMaine's lead was 7-0. with a base hit, worked her way
UMaine's 11 hits were a season- around the bases and scored on a
high. Hartford got on the board in Tibbetts single.
While their first run was
the top of the sixth inning, but it was
not nearly enough to mount a come- unearned the Hawks two runs in the
top of the seventh were earned. With
back.
Bennis struck out 11 batters. She a runner on second, Amy Sullivan
allowed just five hits and gave up hit a home run for the Hawks, her
fourth of the season, to make the
just one run.
The Black Bears success at the score 3-1.
UMaine's comeback attempt in
plate did not carry over into the second game in Saturday afternoon the bottom of the windy and chilly
doubleheader on a yellowish seventh inning fell short. Dulkis
Kessock field.
See HOME on Page 14
Jenna Merchant took the circle

